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Frequently Asked Questions   
 
   
 
Specifications 
This 110 amp hour portable solar power generator is designed to be powered by, at 
minimum, a 100W solar panel and 2 55AH AGM sealed batteries.  The system includes a 
30A PWM solar charge controller and a 400W pure sine wave inverter.  12V, 12V USB, 
and 110V AC outlets offer flexibility for powering/charging a variety of appliances.  
External heavy duty remote battery terminals allow for attachment of jumper cables and 
bulkhead terminals with hand screw knobs can be used to quickly attach a larger external 
inverter.  The system is also set up to be trickle charged via a SAE 2-pin port that allows 
for a convenient connection to an AC float charger.   
 
How much did it cost to build? 
My DIY design incorporated a lot of features that you might not find on commercially 
available models and the non-volume, retail cost of those components definitely added up 
quickly. The total cost including the 100 watt solar panel ($220) was about $950.   About 
$730 was the cost for all the components in the battery box.  About half of that $730 
covered the cost of two quality AGM batteries (as opposed to cheaper lead acid batteries 
off the shelf at Wal-Mart) and a pure sine wave inverter (as opposed to a cheap modified 
sine wave inverter).  
 
What could be done differently to reduce the total cost? 
If someone wanted to copy my basic design and save some money I would recommend 
the following: exclude the remote heavy duty terminals for jump-starting; exclude the 
bulkhead terminals and screw on knobs that allow for attachment of an 
additional/external inverter; use cheaper (not AGM) batteries; use a rigid polycrystalline 
solar panel instead of the more expensive flexible monocrystalline panel that I used; 
install a cheaper weather resistant cover for the AC outlet (that Leviton cover alone was 
over $30!). Those recommendations would likely bring the total cost down by about two 
hundred dollars.  
 
Couldn’t I buy a comparable GOAL ZERO system for less? 
In 2017 I compared the GZ product that was the closest match to my design.  Here is the 
result of my comparative analysis:    GZ offers a 100 AH system with a 1200W pure sine 
wave inverter and a 90W solar panel for $2,188 plus tax.  My DIY version offers more 
amp hours, a larger solar panel, and more power distribution features for less than half 
that cost.   The math is simple; a comparable GOAL ZERO system is twice as expensive 
as what it cost to build mine. 
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How many hours did it take to build after your research was done? 
I estimate approximately 20-30 hours of build time.   
 
What type and size solar panel is needed for this system? 
This system will function well using a 100 watt polycrystalline or monocrystalline panel.  
It can certainly handle an increased rate of charge by adding one or two more 100W 
panels and was built with expansion in mind. At maximum, the charge controller could 
handle input from an approximately 500W solar array up to a maximum of 30A.  
 
How portable is this system?  How much does it weigh? 
The case and its contents weigh in at about 90 lbs. The vast majority of that weight is 
ascribed to the two AGM batteries. You could add a handle or cord to the Harbor Freight 
mover’s dolly that I use to move the system to make it more maneuverable.  I would 
suggest that you consider a different box, with similar dimensions, that has built-in 
wheels and a pull handle if you really want to make this system as mobile as possible. 
 
Why doesn’t this system have integrated wheels or casters that allow it to be moved? 
I use a 4-wheeled mover's dolly to roll it around when it is not in use on my boat. As a 
matter of purposeful design the lack of wheels was intentional as I did not want the heavy 
battery box to be able to roll around inside of my boat - stability was a more important 
feature for my needs than maneuverability. 
 
Is there any way to cut down on the weight? Where are the case handles? 
You could use Lithium Ion batteries, that would take the weight down to about 40 lbs. Be 
prepared for sticker shock though. Swapping out the AGM batteries for comparably sized 
lithium ion batteries would add another $800 to the total cost of this build. The case 
handles are on each side. The latches for the lid lock down over the tops of the handles. 
Have a look at my part 5 video at the 4:40 minute mark and you will get a good view of 
the integrated handle on the side. 
 
Why did you use AGM batteries instead of another type of cheaper flooded lead-
acid battery? 
I used AGM batteries because they require no maintenance, are spill/leak proof, the 
ability to discharge them a bit below what is recommended for typical lead-acid batteries, 
and they off-gas very little and they will not harm the other sensitive electronics in the 
case.  The dimensions of the 55 AH AGMs were the starting point around which I built 
the battery box.  I left room for the addition of a third AGM 55 AH battery in the future 
that would bring my total storage capacity to 165AH. 
 
What are the dimensions of the 55AH AGM batteries that you used? 
Volts 12     Product Height 8.27 in.  Chemistry Sealed AGM    Model UB12550 (Group 
22NF)   AMP-HOUR 55   Product Length 9.02   Product Width 5.43   Net Weight 
38.58    item number 45980    Terminal Threaded Insert 
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Would anything change if you substitute lithium ion batteries? 
The lithium ion batteries should be 12V to be compatible with my design. I would advise 
that you also look into installing a solar charge controller that is specific to use with 
lithium ion batteries. 
 
Would this work to power a rural village hut in Africa? 
This could certainly be used to provide electrical power in any off-grid situation. The 
next question is how much power can it provide and for how long? The answer to that 
depends on the AC or DC power demands of the appliances you are hoping to run with 
the system. 
 
Does this system provide 110 amp hours, as determined by the total combined amp 
hours from the two batteries? 
No, it safely provides approximately 55 AH.  Using the total amperage capacity of the 
batteries (in this case 110 AH) to define the size of the system can be misleading. Those 
who use these systems must understand that totally discharging the batteries is a big 
mistake and will lead to permanent damage of expensive batteries.  It is important to do 
your homework and to fully understand the capacity of such systems before putting them 
into use. 
 
What is the realistic total useable power (AH amp hours) available from the two 55 
amp hour batteries in this system? 
Even though batteries are labeled by total AH capacity you never want to drain them to 
0% state of charge (SOC).  Generally, AGM batteries should not be discharged beyond a 
50% SOC, so approximately 55AH of useable power is available from this system, when 
fully charged, before recharging is needed. 
 
What is the maximum AC current you can draw, reliably and sustained from two 
55AH batteries, a single 100W solar panel, and for how long can you do it? 
Here's the math I did when considering what the system could provide and generate on an 
average solar day using a 100W panel.  Assuming a 5 hour solar day and the panel 
working at 80% efficiency it will generate 5.33 DC amps per hour for a total of 26.7 DC 
amps per day.  I am using very conservative calculations here to account for a less than 
ideal solar day (clouds and rain happen).  Drawing 26.7 DC amps from the system 
reduces the batteries to a 76% state of charge which is safely well above the threshold for 
damaging the batteries.  Assuming 80% efficiency for the inverter to convert from DC to 
AC this provides 2.136 AC amps.  Of course, the amperage drawn by various appliances 
will vary and this will determine for how long you can draw the current.   A typical 
laptop computer drawing .25 AC amps per hour could be run constantly for about 8.5 
hours.  A small 7 inch TV could be run for about 17 hours.  A 6 inch fan could be run for 
about the same as the TV, 17 hours. 
 
How could you increase the total amp hours this system could provide? 
There is room in the case to add a third 55AH battery, which would increase the total 
capacity to 165 amp hours (82.5 useable amp hours presuming you would never want to 
discharge the batteries below a 50% state of charge).  CAUTION:  Adding a comparably 
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sized third battery would bring the total weight of the system to more than 130 lbs.  A 
stronger case should be used if you intend to add another battery to the system. 
 
Is it possible to add another battery and use a larger inverter? 
There is room in the container to add one more of the same size 55AH batteries that I 
used, that would total 165AH. It would be necessary to relocate the ANL fuse, the bus 
bar, and some of the wiring that you see in that larger open space in the middle to 
accommodate the third battery, but it could easily be done (refer to answer above for 
CAUTION about total system weight). There are certainly higher AH capacity batteries 
available, but careful measurements should be taken to ensure they will fit within the 
space below the top tray. The space available between the tray above the batteries and the 
bottom of the case lid is very tight. It would not be possible to put a larger inverter on the 
top deck/tray, but it is possible to connect a much larger inverter externally using the two 
terminals on the front of the case with the screw-on knobs. 
 
Could you substitute a cheaper modified sine wave inverter instead of the more 
expensive pure sine wave inverter?  What’s the difference between the two types 
and the benefit of using the pure sine wave inverter? 
There are two types of DC to AC inverters: modified sine wave and pure sine wave 
inverters. Modified sine wave inverters are considerably less expensive and most 
appropriate for use with appliances that are not particularly sensitive to fluctuations in 
AC current. Pure sine wave inverters produce a quality of AC current that closely 
approximates what you get when you plug into an AC outlet in your home. It is 
recommended that a pure sine wave inverter be used for sensitive electronic equipment 
such as computers, laptops, etc.  If the appliances you intend to power do not require a 
pure sine wave inverter you could install and power them from a modified sine wave 
inverter. 
 
When the solar panel is providing power to the system, is it recharging the batteries 
or is it directly powering the inverter? 
The solar panel must first be connected to a solar charge controller. DC power 
distribution is possible by connecting directly to the load output terminals on the charge 
controller. In my design, the inverter is connected directly to the batteries because it has 
its own built in low voltage automatic shutdown feature to ensure that the batteries are 
not discharged to a level that would damage them. 
 
Why did you use a PWM charge controller instead of a MPPT charge controller? 
The decision regarding PWM vs. MPPT comes down to the following factors, in my 
opinion: Size of your solar array, price you are willing to pay for a controller, and 
considerations involving the physical dimensions of the charge controller. From what I 
have read, the price you can expect to pay for a MPPT charge controller is very high vs. 
the return you will get in terms of increased watts being delivered to the batteries when 
you have a SMALL solar panel array (i.e. a single 100W panels such as initially used 
with my system). In other words, the net gain in wattage from using a MPPT controller 
with a small array is negligible compared to the substantial increase in cost you will incur 
for the MPPT controller. Most who have analyzed the cost effectiveness have advised 
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that you simply spend the additional money on another solar panel to increase the 
amps/watts coming into the system. The cost of an additional solar panel for a small 
system will be less than the increased cost and greater efficiency of the MPPT charge 
controller. The last factor, and perhaps least important, is the space you have to 
accommodate a charge controller. MPPT controllers tend to be much larger. In a small, 
portable system the physical dimensions of the controller may be of concern. PWM 
controllers tend to be much more compact and can offer substantial space savings if that 
is a need. 
 
How is the MC4 input plate connected to the solar charge controller?  
Unless the MC4 input plate you purchased came pre-wired by the distributor you will 
need the following additional items; a pair of short MC4 extension cables and 2 three-
way connectors.  The short MC4 extension cables can be cut at one end and, inserted 
through the glands of the MC4 input plate, and then spliced to the SAE input using the 
three-way connectors. Then run a single positive wire with a 30A inline fuse in it to the + 
solar input on the charge controller and a single negative wire to the - solar input on the 
charge controller.  
 
Is it possible to simultaneously use the SAE port and the 27 watt panel AND the 
MC4 port and the 100 watt panel to charge the batteries? 
Generally, it is not a good idea to mix dissimilar solar panels made by different vendors, 
but that does not make it impossible to do so.  In the case of my Instapark Mercury 27 
watt panel and my Renogy 100 watt flexible panel, there is an appreciable difference in 
their respective open-circuit voltages (16-18V vs. 21.7V).  That makes me very hesitant 
to use both ports simultaneously.  Here's a link to a good article on the subject 
http://solarpanelsvenue.com/mixing-solar-panels/    I recently added to my solar array for 
a total of 200W... I am now using a pair of Windy Nation 100W flexible panels and they 
are providing all the amps I need without having to tack on the small 27W panel. 
 
Could you substitute larger batteries (i.e.  2×100AH) without changing the wiring? 
Yes, but you may need a larger, stronger case to hold the larger and heavier batteries.  I 
would also advise that you look into is using larger wire gauge for inverter connections if 
you decide to use a proportionately larger inverter. 
 
What variables did you consider to determine the battery and solar panel size for 
this system? Did you create a spreadsheet for a solar power budget?   
Yes, I did create a solar power management budget using a spreadsheet. I considered 
multiple variables to project the total amp hour yield I could expect on a good solar day. 
Those variables included the total amp hour demand of the appliances I wished to use 
daily, the wattage of the solar panel, efficiency of the solar panel, and discharge and 
recharge limitations of the batteries. 
 
Can this system be operated constantly, 24 hours per day, 7 days per week? 
That would depend on the total demand for amp hours created by your intended 
load(s).  It can run 24/7, but only up to a total of about 44 amps that would be available 
given the safe discharge threshold of the 2 55AH AGM batteries.   That total is further 
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restricted to about 26 amps as determined by the ability of a single 100W panel to 
recharge them to 100% capacity in an average solar day.  Adding another 100W solar 
panel or two would greatly enhance the ability to generate more amps during a solar day - 
both to recharge the batteries and for immediate use by any loads.  
 
Is this generator sufficient for powering a small refrigerator? How many watts does 
it provide? 
Assuming you would not want to discharge the two AGM batteries below a safe 
threshold of 60% state of charge this system would offer a total of about 44 amp hours 
(40% of total of 110AH from the two batteries combined). 44AH DC = 528 watts DC. If 
inverted to AC the 44 AH DC= about 422watts AC per hour (assumes about 20% loss 
due to power consumption of the inverter).   A small AC refrigerator would, after start up, 
run on far less than 422 watts, but you would need to look at the draw the refrigerator 
demands on start up to properly size your inverter.  I don't think the 400 watt inverter I 
used in my system would be large enough.  You might want to upgrade to a 1000W 
inverter with a 2000W peak to be sure. 
 
Would this system be appropriately sized for use in a motor home?  
Difficult question to answer- it is very dependent upon your specific needs.  The two 
considerations would be space available in your motor home and your anticipated 
demand for DC power.  My boat is smaller than the average motor home and I have 
found the dimensional size of the container I used to be very manageable as far as the 
space requirement for storage is concerned.  The size of the battery box will, to a large 
extent, be determined by the size of the batteries.  The more power (amp hours) you need, 
the larger the batteries and system will be.  You will have to do some calculations of the 
DC wattage consumed by the appliances you wish to operate, and for how long each day, 
to determine the right size for both batteries and solar panels. 
 
What is the material on which the charge controller and inverter are mounted? 
Blackboard material purchased at Home Depot. 
 
What did you use to make the clean cuts needed to mount your accessories to the 
Plano Sportsman Trunk? 
I used hole saws and spade bits on a drill motor to make the round holes.  A step drill bit 
could also be used.  I used a utility knife to carefully score/cut the case for rectangular 
openings. 
 
How do you keep your batteries from moving around inside the case? Did you put 
something at the base to keep them from moving? 
To help keep the batteries from moving I made a frame in the shape of the letter H. I used 
1”x 4” lengths of wood joined in the middle by a piece of the same type of blackboard 
material that was used to fabricate the top tray. The wooden frame was designed to fit the 
exact dimensions of the inside of the case so when the batteries are placed in it they are 
unable to move laterally. 
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What purpose do the two ventilation fans serve?   
The fans serve the purpose of circulating air throughout the case to primarily 1- keep the 
batteries cool, 2- vent what little hydrogen that may off-gas during AGM battery charging, 
3- circulate some air indirectly into the top of the case where it then can vent from under 
the lid (this is not a water/air tight case). The inverter itself also has a built in thermostat 
and fan that will help to further ventilate the space above the top tray on which the 
inverter and solar charge controller are mounted. 
 
How are the fans oriented? 
In my initial design I installed one fan to push air into the case and the other to draw air 
out.  That initial configuration has been sufficient to keep the interior of the case cool and 
to vent off-gas from battery charging.  It would also be possible to have both fans 
oriented to pushing air into the case causing positive pressure on the inside and forcing 
warm air and off-gas out from under the lid of the case.  The lid has no gasket or seal and 
it is not airtight.     
 
What type of cord connects the inverter to the AC electrical outlet? 
The cord coming from the inverter was made from a length of bulk 3-wire extension cord 
purchased at a local hardware store.  The male 3 prong plug was purchased separately 
and attached to the cord. The bare wires at the other end of the cord are attached to the 
110V electrical outlet. 
 
How do your AC Ammeter and current transformer connect to the AC outlet in the 
shallow box? 
The AC ammeter has both a hot and neutral lead that supplies power to it.  The positive 
hot lead is connected to the positive terminal on the 110AC outlet.   The neutral lead is 
connected to the neutral terminal on the 110 AC outlet.  The current transformer is donut 
shaped.  Run the hot wire linking the inverter and the 110V AC outlet through the hole in 
the transformer.  That is how the ammeter reads the AC voltage and amps passing 
through the 110V outlet.  
 
Do the two screws attaching the 110V outlet cover to the outside of the case also hold 
the outlet shallow box on from the inside? 
Yes, the screws through the outlet cover go through the case and into the shallow box 
keeping it secure to the inside of the case wall. 
 
Why don't you have the 12V power output jack wired into the DC power switch like 
the meter and the USB ports are? 
The answer is simply a matter of conserving battery power. The 12V power outlet is 
always "off" unless something is plugged into it. Both the DC Voltmeter and the USB 
port need to be switched off otherwise they are constantly drawing power from the 
batteries. 
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Why is there a master battery on/off switch for the AC inverter? Does leaving the 
master battery switch on draw power from the batteries even if the inverter is not 
being used?  
The on/off master battery switch in the system also shuts off both the temperature 
sensor/display and the AC ammeter/voltmeter- both of which would draw power if not 
turned off.  The master battery switch also turns on/off power to the DC/AC inverter. I 
leave the inverter unit in the 'on' position at all times, that way I don't have to remove the 
top of the case to turn it on.  
 
Does the trickle/float charger stay on even when using the solar panel?  
The trickle charger is only plugged into the system when the solar generator is in storage; 
otherwise, I charge the batteries with solar power only. 
 
Where would I connect a 120V battery charger to this system?  
If the battery charger has alligator style clips you can simply attach them directly to the 
appropriate positive and negative heavy duty remote jumper terminals on the front of the 
case. They are basically the equivalent of attaching your battery charger directly to the 
positive and negative posts on your auto battery to charge it. 
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